Report for President Donald J Trump,
Prepared by Mark Sidney

Mr. President, unless Mark Zuckerberg told you he was planning on silencing all your supporters, he
lied directly to your face.
The social media companies are actively working to silence YOU. They are attacking YOUR ability to
reach the American people & the people’s ability to share your message, in a coordinated and
calculated effort to sabotage your 2020 reelection campaign.
Make no mistake, this is a direct attack on YOU, YOUR Presidency, our elections & thus the very
foundation of our Constitutional Republic.
Facebook, whose entire business model is based on tortious interference (something their executives
and management constantly brag about) began employing a myriad of tactics designed to stop your
message from proliferating on their platform.
Obama met with Zuckerberg in Peru, 9 days after your election, where “Obama tried to give
Zuckerberg a wake-up call over fake news on Facebook”. Ever since this meeting, Facebook has been
deleting your most vocal and influential supporters and reducing the reach of those of us who still
remain, by around 90%. While individual users and publishers are being picked off, the bullets are all
meant for YOU, and the distribution of YOUR message, Mr. President.
Facebook’s aim is clear, they are doing all they can to stop your grassroots, populist revolution, by
taking away our ability counter the constant barrage of fake news from the MSM and by artificially
creating the appearance that your support has collapsed. They have accomplished this by restricting
the distribution of posts supportive of YOU.
As the owner of the largest pro-Trump page surviving on Facebook (Donald Trump is our President with
3.28 million followers), and having spent the last 2 years of my life working on, and gathering a
mountain of evidence for, a multi-billion dollar class action against Facebook, I believe I am uniquely
qualified to inform you and your team about the active attack that social media has launched to assure
your defeat in the 2020 election.
I also represent a group of Facebook page owners who spent many millions of dollars, of our own
capital, in pro-Trump ads on Facebook leading up to your landmark election in 2016. They have all
been completely expunged from the Facebook platform, resulting in the loss of over 160,000,000 pro
Trump Fans, and unfortunately, they will not be able to assist you this time around. UNLESS YOU ACT
NOW.
Facebook has employed a myriad of tactics in order to accomplish this goal. They include, but are not
limited to:
1. ‘Shadow banning’ President Trump’s 24,000,000 fan Page (If given access to the insights from his
Pages, I can conclusively prove this using statistics)
2. Threatening to Delete Accounts that Publish Trump Campaign Rallies — Saying It’s “Clickbait”
3. Methodically using tortious interference to bankrupt publishers whom they deem to be low value
(Trump supporters.) Facebook’s business model is centered on tortious interference
4. Reducing the distribution of posts by ‘Pages’ in News Feed by 90% or so (estimate)
5. Reducing the reach of links, especially those containing ‘news’, to websites that are not part of the
Operation Mockingbird media
6. Creating purposefully broad and ambiguous rules, and terms, such as ‘spam’, ‘low quality’,
‘problematic content’, ‘false news’, ‘clickbait’, ‘coordinated inauthentic behavior’ etc., which they
have selectively enforced against users and publishers echoing your message.
7. Removing posts, removing the ability to users to post, and decreasing the distribution of posts via
the use of #5 (see screenshots attached)
8. Following your election win, Facebook, over time, essentially replaced the space in News Feed
allotted to ‘Pages’, (50% of News Feed in 2016, in my estimation) and allotted that space to a new
product, ‘Groups’, and posts from ‘friends’– This served as a means to stop people with large pro
Trump Fan Pages from being able to continue to reach millions of people with POTUS’ message each
day

9. ‘Partnering’ with leftist ‘fact checkers’ who only target pro Trump, narrative countering posts, and
sites, in order to further crush the distribution of POTUS’ message.
10. Refusing to hold the MSM accountable when they publish false information.
11. Artificially propping up fake news purveyors such as CNN & the rest of the propaganda arm of the
Democratic Party via artificially enhancing their reach.
12. Artificially demoted the reach of links to sites and blogs who support the MAGA movement
13. Suspending, shadow banning and deleting your most outspoken supporters and their large, pro
Trump Fan Pages and Groups
14. Creating policies, where an entire ‘Group,’ and the distribution of the posts by everyone in that
group, are crushed if a few bad actors make posts containing false information or posts violative of
FB’s TOS in said Group. Facebook knows this will be exploited by radical leftist activists who can join
a group, make a few nasty posts, all in an effort to get FB to silence the entire Group.
15. Refusing to allow independent journalists and opinion publishers to attend ‘Facebook for Journalism’
events. (Email screenshot attached)
16. Funding ‘Facebook Watch’ shows by MSM which are decidedly anti-Trump such as: Buzzfeed, NYT,
CNN, Huffington Post, Now This Media, Vox, NPR, VICE, Al Jazeera, Mashable etc.
17. Removing the ability for Pages supportive of President Trump to advertise on Facebook via the use
of ‘false news’ as a pretext (Screenshots attached)
18. Suspending large Page admins ability to post leading up to, and during, elections.
19. Facebook deleted 810 Users & Pages on 10/11/18, the majority of which were pro Trump Fan Pages
(as far as we can tell as FB refused to release an official list)
20. Crushing the distribution of links to sites and articles supportive of Trump and his agenda
21. Reducing the reach of ‘polarizing’ content (designed to leave only the MSM, who pose as unbiased,
but are clearly Dem operatives)
22. Removing the ability or Users, Pages and Groups Admins to post if they mention the name of the
Deep State spy, Eric Ciaramella. Then implementing this rule, and carrying out a mass banning
campaign, without alerting anyone beforehand.
23. Flagging commentary questioning the validity or seriousness of ‘man made climate change’
24. ‘Reducing’ the reach of content that is not violative of Facebook’s TOS
25. Drastically reducing the reach of Pages run by Congressmen and US Senators. Those hit hardest were
Republicans.
26. Implementing a ‘click gap’ policy which demotes the reach of websites who get most of their traffic
from Facebook. This is designed to crush the reach of sites and Pages run by small publishers who
echo POTUS’ message. The policy is designed to greatly amplify the MSM, while greatly reducing the
spread of pro Trump materials.
27. Using the ‘Russia Collusion’ and ‘Russian Troll Farm’ hoaxes as a pretext to further silence pro Trump
content.
28. “Conservative Facebook Page Livestreams Secretly “deboosted,” No Notice to Page Owners” –
Project Veritas Whistleblower
29. Facebook Classifies Users as Trolls Based on Their Vocabulary, Then Punish By Limiting Bandwidth,
Blocking Comments… Project Veritas Whistleblower
30. Facebook Triggers ““Special features” leading up to important elections”
31. Using ‘hate’ as a pretext to censor ‘right leaning sites’: “Facebook Engineer: “‘hateful’ content is
coming from right-leaning sites.”” -Project Veritas Whistleblower
32. “Facebook Employees Asked Mark Zuckerberg If They Should Try to Stop a Donald Trump
Presidency” - Gizmodo
33. Sheryl Sandberg’s History, Connections to Hillary Clinton & Her Leaked Emails With John Podesta
34. Dubbing Your Most Outspoken Supporters ‘Extremists’& ‘Dangerous’
35. Banning Even The Mention Of Your Most Out Spoken Supporters, Unless Posts Are Disparaging In
Nature. Including Banning Any & All Links From Specific Trump Supporting Sites.

Please keep in mind that many of these tactics are done under the pretext of a reasonable talking point. Attached
please find visual and hyperlinked evidence of the tactics mentioned above.

Solutions
While we are significantly behind the proverbial 8 ball, as the election is merely 12 months away, and Facebook
and their coconspirators in the ‘Speech Cartel’ have been developing and implementing their strategy to
interfere in the 2020 elections for years now, WE CAN STILL WIN.
Here are a few, of the many, ways we can work on solving this issue
• Start using the President’s bully pulpit to expose what Facebook has done, not only President Trump
himself, but to his supporters, and to the thousands, if not millions, of small businesses who have been
decimated by Facebook’s anticompetitive business practices. Facebook’s insatiable appetite for profits, at
any cost, has resulted in the destruction of hundreds of thousands, if not millions of jobs for American
small businesses.
• Facebook has broken the contract they formed with each and every of their 2.3 billion users. Facebook
promised users a ‘platform for all ideas’, explaining “We are not in the business of picking which issues
the world should read about. We are in the business of connecting people and ideas — and matching
people with the stories they find most meaningful. Our integrity depends on being inclusive of all
perspectives and viewpoints and using ranking to connect people with the stories and sources they find
the most meaningful and engaging.” Their ‘Core Values’ stated that “Our success is built on getting
people the stories that matter to them most. If you could look through thousands of stories every day
and choose the 10 that were most important to you, which would they be? The answer should be your
News Feed. It is subjective, personal, and unique — and defines the spirit of what we hope to achieve.”
After President Trump won in 2016, Facebook reneged on their end of their contract with their users. In
fact, Facebook recently, quietly, removed their ‘Core Values’ Page, which they have linked to in countless
‘Newsroom’ posts. This document (which is backed up HERE) lays out the consideration which Facebook
offered, and subsequently stole back, from each and every user as they have now transitioned into a
content curation model where they pick the winners and losers based on viewpoint and identity. Their
new model solely promotes content disparaging in nature to President Trump. The DOJ could bring a case
on behalf of every single FB user for breach of contract.
• Facebook’s business model is based on tortious interference and their executives and management are
so drunk with power that they even brag about this publicly. The evidence of FB’s anticompetitive
behavior is widely available, even in the form of admissions by Facebook management during lectures and
speeches. I would be happy to provide this evidence to the correct agencies who are currently
investigating these allegations.
• Explain to reasonable Democrats how Facebook took their millions of their campaign funds for ‘Page Like
Ads’ and then broke the contract they had, stealing back the ‘reach’ (distribution) which Facebook had
offered as consideration in exchange for their ad money. Then form an alliance with Democrats, and get
Senators from both sides of the isle, to represent a class of ‘Page Like Ads’ customers to bring an action
against Facebook. I have spoken with Senators who have personally spent over $3,200,000 on this
product alone, and subsequently lost 90% of the reach they had paid for. Candidates for national office
have likely spent hundreds of millions, if not billions on this product alone. This could be a $100 Billion+
blow to Facebook when you factor in disgorgement of profits
This plan also allows Mr. Trump to position himself as a unifier between Dems and Republicans, and
allows him to go after one of the most hated corporations on Earth in a nonpartisan manner. This will
provide leverage to force Facebook to change their ways, either via the threat of action by the Executive
and/or Legislative branches, or, if they refuse to play ball, by the Courts.
I am convinced that If Facebook was ordered to hand over their algorithm in the discovery phase of a trial,
or by subpoena, Facebook would have no choice but to settle, no matter the cost or concessions
demanded. I firmly believe they would do anything to avoid handing over the incriminating data
contained in the algorithm. I already have had the leading law firm in this area draft a complaint
detailing the ‘Page Like Ads’ fraud which is ready to file.
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Section 230 of the CDA is being abused, misinterpreted and used as, what amounts to sovereign immunity
by the ‘Speech Cartel.’ An Executive Order fine tuning the CDA’s enforcement to underline the fact that
the identity and viewpoint of the speaker cannot be used to hamper the distribution of content on a
platform, while earning CDA immunity could help, but we would also need a mechanism to monitor these
corps for violations and develop a framework to catch and punish violations.
Move to strike the CDA sec 230 as an unconstitutional prior restraint on speech and issue a PD or EO
detailing the new rules for obtaining immunity from liability for platforms.
Explore Mr. Fyk’s argument concerning the CDA Sec 230, where he alleges that Facebook has crossed the
line from ‘Internet Service Provider’ to ‘Internet Content Provider’ as per precedent in ‘Fair Housing
Council of San Fernando Valley v. Roommates.com, LLC’. This would void Facebook’s CDA immunity and
collapse their business model, provided the legal theory is upheld.
Use the DOJ to investigate the crimes I have outlined above. You can decide if you want to make this
solely a political issue, solely a consumer fraud case, or a combination of the two.
Task us with unifying the remaining Trump supporting publishers that are on social media. We can send
them talking points each day, this way we all have the best, most impactful, messaging distributed on
social media leading into 2020.
Use all the power you, and your allies in the legislature, possess to lean on Facebook to reinstate those of
your supporters who have been deplatformed, and end identity and viewpoint based censorship by FB.
I am more than willing to provide all the evidence I have collected over the last few years to your team
and work on developing a strategy that restores the free and open, public forum, which allowed Trump’s
populist revolution to prevail in 2016. Above all else, we must keep freedom of expression alive on the
internet or our children will grow up in a Chicom styled hellscape and I refuse to let that happen.
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ADDENDUM
1) Destruction of President Trump’s Ability to Reach The American People as of
2/28/2018

This only covers up until the end of February 2018, I have seen a huge drop since then, after
looking at POTUS’ FB Pages, I would bet that President Trump has as well. All the data
needed to prove this is available on his Facebook Pages. I could easily analyze it in the same
manner I did my own in order to prove this with statistics and empirical data.
Chart from 2/28/2018 Showing the Crippling Destruction of Reach POTUS Has Experienced Vs.
Leading Democrats. (Keep in mind this is from 2/28/18)

2) Threatening to Delete Accounts that Publish Trump Campaign Rallies — Saying It’s
“Clickbait”

The Gateway Pundit: ‘We were also notified from our readers that anyone who reposted our
articles were ALSO THREATENED to be unpublished.’
And Sean Adl-Tabatabai wrote The Gateway Pundit and said his Facebook page is ALSO UNDER
THREAT of being removed for posting **** ********** name.
For the record– It is NOT against the law to publish the name of the anti-Trump
whistleblower… That is a lie pushed by the liberal media.
Another TGP reader –Lisa Renee Wood – wrote in to tell us her Facebook page was suspended
for posting a whistleblower meme!

3) One, of Many, Admissions By Facebook That They Use Tortious Interference To
Attempt To Bankrupt Publishers Whom They Do Not Like, For Whatever Reason.

We have many more examples of Facebook bragging about stopping publishers who they do
not like from being able to earn a living on Facebook. Here is one:

Video of Tessa Lyons, Facebook’s News Feed Product Manager, describing tortious
interference as part of Facebook’s business model

Keep in mind that ‘false news’ is a pretext and is selectively enforced with bias.

4) Decline of the Total Reach Pro Trump Facebook Pages Case Study: “Donald Trump Is
Our President’ (DTIOP) Fan Page 9/16-5/18

Total Reach Decline of ‘DTIOP’ Fan Page Since 11/17-Present (FB does not grant access to
data further back than this.). When comparing these two graphic please note the scale and
consider that the above graph begins when the Page was founded, and thus had 0 followers.
The Page now has 3,277,000 Fans and the reach is about 10% of what it once was, when we
had well less fans.

Total reach of ‘DTIOP’ Trump Fan Page12/17-present.

5) Examples of How The Distribution Of Links To My Pro Trump Site Is Squashed
Moments After Posting:

This post was entitled: “ “Guys Who Had Child Porn Issues”: Whistleblower’s Lawyer Boasts
About Obtaining Security Clearances For “Guys Who Had Child Porn Issues””
Notice that 9 mins after posting, the distribution of the post is killed by 90% or so. This is on top
of the 90% decrease in the initial reach of our posts. An engaging post used to see 3,000-5,000
people reading it, in real time, after a few mins, then a gradual decline would occur. Now,
depending on the day, we are lucky to see posts get as many as 400 people on them, prior to
Facebook strangling its distribution. This is just one example, I have dozens, if not hundreds.
Here is one more:

The post was entitled: “BREAKING: Biden In Hot Seat As House R’s on Impeachment Inquiry
Committee Want to Question Hunter Biden – Schiff to Block?”

Now Compare to This 2017 Example of Real Time Users on Two Of My Sites, Notice The Stable
Traffic Increase, Then Level Off:

Note: Facebook first began their assault on Trump supportive content in Dec ‘16/Jan ’17. Ever
since then we have been playing a cat and mouse game with them, where we find creative
ways to get around the artificial blocks they put on our reach. Eventually they would figure out
what we were doing and patch the hole we had found. This went on for years, however, now
there are no more holes to be found. The last one I found took me over a year to find, and
Facebook closed it a mere 5 days after I had located it.

6) Examples Use of ‘Clickbait’, Among Other Purposefully Broad & Ambiguous Terms, In
Order to Squash The Reach of Pro Trump Pages:

Facebook Labeled This Title ‘Clickbait’. The Title Is A Quote From The President’s Attorney,
Which The Article Is About:

Here is the full title and a link to the article: “Trump’s Lawyer, Giuliani, Warns Democrats
“The Truth Will Emerge… You Will Be Surprised by the Pattern of Corruption Dems Are
Covering Up””
I have many more examples of this tactic being employed and evidence that the appeal
process is a sham. I had appealed a ‘clickbait’ penalty, which is supposed to trigger a review
by a human, not a machine, and I instantly got a notification that the ruling was confirmed.
Obviously, no human looked at the case in the matter of a nanosecond.

Here Is An Example Of A ‘False News’ Flag, Resulting In Massive Destruction Of Reach:

Screenshot provided by ‘Educating Liberals.’

7) Examples of The Ability of Users to Access Basic Features, Such As ‘Like’, ‘Comment’,
‘Share’, ‘Post’ & More, Over Pretextual Violations:

In my experience, the appeals are never serious nor answered before the restriction time ends.

8) Zuckerberg Announces Destruction Of Reach For Pages, Despite Knowing It Will Take
Tank Facebook’s Business:

9) Current Facebook Fact Checking Partners:

Snopes, Whose Well Known Left Facebook’s ‘Fact Checking’ Partnership On Or Around 2/1/19
Source for the following quotes: The Guardian
-The former Managing Editor of Snopes, Brooke Binkowski, claimed that ““They’ve essentially
used us for crisis PR,” … “They’re not taking anything seriously. They are more interested in
making themselves look good and passing the buck … They clearly don’t care.” … ““I strongly
believe that they are spreading fake news on behalf of hostile foreign powers and
authoritarian governments as part of their business model.””
…
Binkowski said that on at least one occasion, it appeared that Facebook was pushing reporters
to prioritize debunking misinformation that affected Facebook advertisers, which she thought
crossed a line: “You’re not doing journalism any more. You’re doing propaganda.”
-“Another factchecker who has long worked on the Facebook partnership said they were
demoralized: “They are a terrible company and, on a personal level, I don’t want to have
anything to do with them.”
- In contrast, Angie Drobnic Holan, editor of PolitiFact, said the partnership was a “public
service”, and that “Facebook is helping us identify questionable material”. The revenue from
Facebook “added to our overall sustainability”, she said.
I believe these ‘fact checkers’ are all compartmentalized and only have pieces to the puzzle,
thus they are all partly right. Facebook is using ‘fact checking’ as a pretext to decrease the
space in News Feed of, or outright delete those of us who or spreading a narrative supportive
of President Trump & thus counter to Facebook’s radical leftist ideology, as well as, add to
their bottom line, by defending those Governments, Politicians and Corporations paying them
for advertising. The Project Veritas Facebook whistleblower, known only as ‘Foxtrot’
confirmed some of these suspicions.
Example-“Associated Press Uses Anonymous Sources to Bolster Claim About So-Called ‘Quid
Pro Quo’ with Ukraine”

9/10). Despite The Top Networks On This List Having Pushed The Debunked Russian Collusion
Narrative For Years, They Remain The Top Publishers On Facebook.

CNN is constantly publishing false information and ‘polarizing’ content, this has caused their TV
empire's on going collapse, and their ratings to hit all-time lows. The only logical explanation
for CNN, and any of these other MSM trash piles (other than Fox, as they still have a few shows
that are appealing to Trump supporters) to be the top publisher on FB is that FB is artificially
boosting their distribution and shielding them from ‘false news’ and ‘clickbait’ strikes.
It’s worth nothing that Rupert Murdoch was seemingly the one leading the charge against
Facebook, and now his property, Fox News, is the number 2 publisher on Facebook. On top of
that, Facebook has now agreed to Murdoch’s long running demand that FB pay him and others
carriage fees.

11) Impact On Distribution Of Posts By Publishers Based On Ideological Bias After Early 2018
Algorithm Change:

The results are clear. HERE is the study.
Again, here are the top publishers on Facebook last month:

There is no way that the least respected, lowest rated, fake news purveyors would be the top
publisher on Facebook, without their links being artificially inflated. Facebook has even
admitted that they are boosting the reach of this group of publishers, while crushing the reach
of pro Trump blogs and sites using tools such as ‘Click-Gap’ and their ‘Trusted Sources’ policy.

12) Here’s How Badly Facebook Crushed The Distribution of The Largest Trump Fan Page
Owner On Facebook:

The month before the 2016 election my Trump Fan Pages on Facebook Drove 23,000,000
Pageviews to my pro Trump opinion site. I was averaging 600-900,000 hits a day to articles
selling Mr. Trump’s message. While this chart only goes up until 1/4/18, I have been decimated
even further since then. Last month I was only able to generate 1.5 million pageviews,
despite my content being better & my engagement rates higher than ever before. This has
caused me to lay off all my staff and I am on the verge of bankruptcy. If I, the owner of the
largest Trump fan Page on Facebook, am about to go belly up, nearly all my colleagues, who
have not been deleted yet, are likely done or on the verge of insolvency too.

13) Facebook is Constantly Trying to Unpublish, Shadow Ban and Break the Will Of Trump
Supporters, Hoping we Just Give Up. Some Examples Include:

The unpublishing of David J Harris Jr’s Page, moments after he live streamed an event, we was
invited to participate in with President Trump.

Unpublishing of my 1,300,000 ‘Hillary For Prison’ Fan Page which I use to support President
Trump.

Facebook unpublished my Trump Fan Page with 3,277,000 Fans, the largest on Facebook.
Thanks to y’all, and David, it was republished, though the reach is still gone.

14) Using Hitlerian Decimation Tactics To Squash The Speech Of All Based On The Bad Actions
Of A Few

If other Group members post things that Facebook removes, or finds to be against their TOS,
everyone in the Group sees their posts get less reach. This is an easily exploitable policy for bad
actors to join groups who have an opposing viewpoint, post violative content and then have
Facebook reduce the reach of those in the Group(s) who are countering the anti-Trump
narrative.

Here is the policy again. It has forced me to not allow any of my 108,000 group members to
post in my group, in the fear that one will post something wrong and the reach of the entire
group will be killed, myself included. This is a prior restraint on speech if I ever heard of one.

15) Facebook Has Twice Refused My Request to Attend A ‘Facebook for Journalism’ Event:

They denied my application twice. The only info I provided was my name, business goals, and
my Facebook Page’s Name. Facebook has no interest in helping Trump supportive sites gain
access to better tools or learn how to become better journalists. Their mission is to destroy
anyone carrying Trump’s message.

16). Facebook Has Given Millions of Dollars To MSM Outfits To Produce Content For Facebook

List is ever evolving, this one is from June 22, 2016. I have heard mixed reviews of the program.
I know FB funded an Anderson Cooper show which apparently could not attract any viewers.
People do not go on social media for the content they can get on their TV’s, they use SM to
consume the content they cannot get on traditional delivery methods, the foremost of which is
pro-Trump content.
More Info on who FB is funding in the MSM.

17) Removing the Ability Of pro Trump Pages To Advertise, Via A Series of Pretexts

Remember, Facebook and its partners determine who to flag, and for what. This is another tool
being used as a pretext to stop anyone from running ads whom FB chooses.
Facebook makes users verify their identity in order to run political ads. I did this as soon as the
program was announced in 2017. Then, all of a sudden 5 days before the elections last week, I
get a notice that all my ads have been stopped, and I cannot create any more political ads.
Facebook’s excuse: My ID needs to be verified. I submitted my ID again, and I am still yet to
have my ability to run ads restored. The process is supposed to take up to 48 hours, it has been
over a week since I resubmitted my ID, still nothing.

Yet still I can not run ads about politics or social issues, despite getting multiple emails and
notifications from FB saying my ID has been verified:

Candice Owens talking about FB denying her ads for Blexit Atlanta

18) I, along with many others, were ‘mass flagged’ leading up to the elections last week. My
ability to post to my 5-6,00,000 fans was removed, without notice of cause, or the ability to
appeal on Nov1-Nov8 2019:

This was the flag that FB hit me with, however, I do not post in, nor do I join, Groups which are
not mine. The actual implementation of this flag resulted in me not being able to post to my
Pages’ 5-6,000,000 Trump Fans, during the lead up to, and during the 2019 elections.

Blocked from posting to my 3,277,000 Trump Fan Page, and no reason was given.

19) On October 11th, 2018, 3 weeks before the vital, mid-term elections, Facebook deleted
810 Profiles and Pages. While Facebook refused to publish the list of those they
deplatformed and the Pages they deleted, a list was compiled, showing the majority of Pages
to be supportive of President Trump.
My partner, Terry Littlepage, was deplatformed and lost 12,000,000 fans across his Trump Fan
Pages
My buddy Dino lost 15,000,000 fans across is Trump Fan Pages … Just the people I know alone,
lost in excess of 100,000,000 Trump supporting fans.
Keep in mind, many of these people PAID FACEBOOK to build these Pages and build these fans
and the ability to reach them with our pro Trump content. We are talking hundreds of
thousands, to millions of dollars, PER business. Facebook likely took in billions for ‘Page Like
Ads’, then after the 2016 election. FB stole back the valuable consideration which they offered
(reach/distribution in News Feed ) in forming their contracts with users.
I have been collecting evidence and working on building a class action against FB for this
consumer fraud, which would likely put Facebook on the hook for $100,000,000,000 in
damages. I already have the complaint written and ready to file.
HERE is the list of ‘purged’ Pages, which we are aware of, you will see the vast majority are pro
Trump Fan Pages.

20) Facebook Crushes The Distribution of Links to Opinion Articles Favorable To Trump:

After 4-9 mins, nearly every single post I make, supportive of Trump, sees its reach diminished
to about 1-10% of what it’s engagement warrants. Keep in mind, the 1-10% is of a pool that has
already been diminished by 90%, thus after 9 mins, the reach is fractions of a percent of what it
should be, had the post remained unmolested by Facebook algorithms or moderators.

The previous post (pro Trump) on the same day. This is what happens to 99% of the pro –
Trump posts I make. I have been told by other publishers, who are in the pro Trump space, as
well as publishing about ‘social issues’, that they do not see this pattern why publishing about
social issues, but when it is pro – Trump and political, they do.

21) Facebook Announced That They Would Cut The Reach of ‘Polarizing’ Content. This Is
Clearly A Pretext To Crush The Reach Of The Network Of Trump Supporters Who Used The
Platform To Echo The President’s Message & Win In 2016.

Make no mistake, this is 100% about drowning out voice supportive of the President and
allowing only gatekeeper media, such as CNN, NYT, etc to go back to controlling the narrative.
The MSM poses as ‘unbiased’, yet we all know they are more agenda driven that anyone.
As this policy has played out, I went from doing 20,000,000 hits/month to 1,500,000
hits/month. All while CNN, BBC, NYT and other MSM hacks have greatly increased their
distribution. HERE is the link to Zuckerberg’s full post.

22) Facebook Has Suspended Nearly Everyone I Know, Myself Included, From Posting, After
Reporting The Name Of The Deep State Coup Catalyst, or ‘whistleblower’ As The Media Likes
To Call Eric Ciaramella.
Reuters reported:

Facebook told no one of this rule, they just sent out a MASSIVE number of flags, which took
away the posting ability of virtually every single pro Trump Page owner and publisher that I
know, myself included.

Facebook did not even show us what the violative content was, instead the just told us it had
been removed for ‘coordinating harm.’ The only options we were given were to delete the
person who posted the report, or message them. The only way we were able to figure out why
we had been suspended from posting, was by going back and seeing what had been removed
from our Pages. It turns out the one common thread was that we all reported Eric’s name.
Twitter is likely colluding with Facebook on this, as they seemed to have the same policy.
However, Ryan Fournier posted Eric’s name and was not suspended, I copied his Tweet and
posted it, and I am yet to be suspended. It is unclear if Twitter has backed off this policy or if
they are just not as adept at seeking and destroying this content.
I have many more examples of others being suspended and flagged by FB for posting
Ciaramella’s name as well.

23) Facebook Flags Most, If Not All, Post That Question Anthropogenic Climate Change and
Drastically Reduce The Reach Of They Subsequent Posts:

Here is just one example of Dan Pena’s speech, which features his opinions on anthropogenic
climate change being flagged as false. HERE is a link to David J Harris Jr's full post/video.

24) Facebook Has Openly Bragged About Reducing The Reach Of Posts That Do NOT Go
Against Their Community Standards:

SOURCE for above screenshots is available HERE.
This is a key pretext which Facebook is using to silence most, if not all, pro Trump content on
the site. Facebook is clearly taking an editorial function here, violating the contract they made
to Users when they signed up for the platform: Provide us with your data and populate the
platform with content, and in exchange we will provide a viewpoint neutral ‘platform for all
ideas’, in which, each User, and only each User, determines what they see in their News Feed,
based on their own personal engagement with posts on the site. Facebook had enumerated
these principles on a page called ‘Core Values’ which they recently, quietly deleted, luckily I
have it backed up.

SOURCE for this excerpt is available HERE.
Facebook is speaking about pro Trump content here. How do I know? All Trump supporters,
including the President himself, have seen their reach decimated. Again, this policy was created
for the main purpose of removing content from blogs supportive of POTUS, our real, authentic
grassroots activism, which won 2016 by echoing Trump’s message on a personal level, neighbor
to neighbor, which is the type of personal connection that advertising can not buy.
At the same time, Facebook is using this as a pretext to hand the control of the narrative back
to the ‘never Trump’ MSM hacks who’s content attacks the President 92% of the time according
to this Investors.com article from 10/18. Facebook has handed the platform Trump supporters
built over to the Mockingbird media, whose sole goal is destroying President Trump and his
reelection campaign.

25) Facebook’s Algorithm Changes Have Drastically Reduced The Reach Of Congressman and
US Senators, Many Of Whom Already PAID For That Distribution Channel Via ‘Page Like Ads’.
Of Course, The Hardest Hit Are Republicans:

SOURCE for Study Available HERE
Again, Facebook’s changes were designed to stop Mr. Trump, and conservatives/MAGA
movement participants, from being able to use the platform to counter the MSM/Dem lies
about POTUS and to stop Americans from seeing that the majority of their neighbor’s support
President Trump.

Facebook is dead set on gaslighting the public into thinking POTUS’ support has collapsed,
when in fact it has NOT. People want content supportive of Mr. Trump, and such content now
has higher engagement rates than ever, yet such content has record low distribution. This is
not an accident.
It is also important to note that Facebook took in, what likely amounts to BILLIONS of dollars,
and hundreds of millions (if not billions) from US politicians alone, for ‘Page Like Ads’, ads
which we were told would increase our distribution networks by increasing our number of
followers. Once Trump won, Facebook had gotten, our money and used the data these ads
generated to completely fill out their ‘social graph’ (the collection of data FB has on each
user) they took back the reach they had pretended to sell us. In my case and that of my
friends who support POTUS, our reach has been cut back by 90% or so. I was told by a
prominent US Senator that he too saw a 90% decrease in reach.
A class action, or DOJ intervention on this issue alone could likely cost FB over $100 Billion, if
you are to factor in discouragement of profits, for which the statues they violated allows.
This path of action could also unite Democrats and Republicans as these number suggest that
Democrat members of Congress and the Senate were also hoodwinked, and I image they
would love to get those millions in campaign funds refunded from Facebook.

26) Facebook’s “Click-Gap’ Policy Was Designed To Crush The Reach of Pages And Blogs
Supportive Of President Trump:

The purpose of this update is specifically aimed at stopping grassroots blogs, which support
POTUS, who have spent all their time and energy building their presence on Facebook, from
reaching people, and replacing the reach we had earned with MSM lies attacking the
President.

27) Facebook Has Used The Russia Collusion Hoax As A Pretext To Further Silence POTUS and
His Supporters:

Spoiler alert: I have personally spent that much on ads … in a month. As you well know this
Russia Collusion/election interference BS, is just that, a BS excuse for FB to use to crack down
on Trump supporters on the platform, while at the same time projecting the crimes of the
Dems on to Mr. Trump.
Facebook has used this excuse time and time again to justify polices which have crushed the
ability of real-life America Trump supporters to get the President’s message out.
HERE is a blog post by Facebook discussing the ‘Russian ads’
I am convinced this was Facebook’s effort to assist in the removal of President Trump via the
Russian Collusion hoax and Facebook’s excuse to restrict the speech of Trump supporters on
the platform

28) “Conservative Facebook Page Livestreams Secretly “deboosted,” No Notice to Page Owners” –
Project Veritas Whistleblower

James O’Keefe’s Project Veritas has a whistleblower who released these documents. We can
gain access to her if you would like to hear from her directly SOURCE

29/30) Facebook Classifies Users as Trolls Based on Their Vocabulary, Then Punish By Limiting
Bandwidth, Blocking Comments… Project Veritas Whistleblower

SOURCE: Project Veritas

31) Using ‘hate’ as a pretext to censor ‘right leaning sites’: “Facebook Engineer: “‘hateful’ content is
coming from right-leaning sites.”” -Project Veritas Whistleblower

32) “Facebook Employees Asked Mark Zuckerberg If They Should Try to Stop a Donald Trump
Presidency” - Gizmodo

SOURCE: GIZMODO
It is clear that Facebook has it out for President Trump and will do anything to stop his reelection. Even if that
means continuing to destroy their platform.

33) Sheryl Sandberg’s History, Connections to Hillary Clinton & Her Leaked Emails With John Podesta
Sheryl Sandberg
I no longer believe that Mark Zuckerberg is calling the shots at Facebook, rather I am now of the
opinion that Sheryl Sandberg is the point person for election interference, the anti-liberty practices,
Facebook’s business model and its implementation via a systematic use of tortious interference,
anticompetitive, and politically motivated behavior.
I formed this opinion based on Mr. Zuckerberg’s recent public statements about freedom of
expression, which struck me as genuine, the way the Democrats in Congress treated him on the Hill
last week during questioning, his body language in response to their attacks, and his rational self
interest not to destroy the business ‘he created’ in order to prop up the legacy media and restore
their ability to control the narrative, at the expense of Facebook’s bottom line, and Mr. Zuckerberg’s
reputation.
Ms. Sandberg’s pedigree is as follows (via Wikipedia)
“In 1987, Sandberg enrolled at Harvard College. She graduated in 1991 summa cum laude and Phi Beta
Kappa[14] with a bachelor's degree in economics and was awarded the John H. Williams Prize for the top
graduating student in economics.[15] While at Harvard, she co-founded an organization called Women in
Economics and Government.[12] She met then-professor Larry Summers, who became her mentor and
thesis adviser.[16] Summers recruited her to be his research assistant at the World Bank,[9] where she
worked for approximately one year on health projects in India dealing with leprosy, AIDS,
and blindness.[17]
In 1993, she enrolled at Harvard Business School and in 1995 she earned her MBA with highest
distinction.[15] In her first year of business school, she earned a fellowship.[18]”
…
“Before she joined Facebook as its COO, Sandberg was vice president of global online sales and
operations at Google, and was involved in launching Google's philanthropic arm Google.org. Before
Google, Sandberg served as chief of staff for United States Secretary of the Treasury Lawrence
Summers.” Ms. Sandberg is a billionaire.
-Larry Summers’ connection to the Clinton family is well documented. He served as Chief economist at
the World Bank (91-93), going to serve as President Clinton’s Treasury Secretary (99-01), President of
Harvard, during which time ‘Facebook was founded’ (2001-2006.). Lawrence resigned as Harvard's
president in the wake of a no-confidence vote by Harvard faculty. Ever since 2/17 Summers has served
as a Director at the Kennedy School of Government. His mentor was Robert Rubin, another Clinton
Treasury Secretary.
Sandberg came to Facebook from Alphabet subsidiary, Google, Wikipedia notes: “In late 2007, Mark
Zuckerberg, co-founder and chief executive of Facebook, met Sandberg at a Christmas party held by Dan
Rosensweig.[9] Zuckerberg had no formal search for a Chief Operating Officer (COO), but thought of
Sandberg as "a perfect fit" for this role.[9] In March 2008, Facebook announced the hiring of Sandberg for
the role of COO and her leaving Google.[21]” Sandberg is largely credited with creating Facebook’s ad (IE
data collection) centric business model.
Ms. Sandberg’s emails with John Podesta were leaked by Wikileaks during the lead up to the 2016
election. One email revealed Sandberg was trying to set a meeting between Podesta and Mark
Zuckerberg. “I can’t imagine you have any free time at all, but in case you do on this trip to the Bay area

or another, wondering if you would be willing to spend some time with Mark Zuckerberg. Mark is
meeting with people to learn more about next steps for his philanthropy and social action and it’s hard
to imagine someone better placed or more experienced than you to help him. As you may know, he’s
young and hungry to learn — always in learning mode — and is early in his career when it comes to his
philanthropic efforts. He’s begun to think about whether/how he might want to shape advocacy efforts
to support his philanthropic priorities and is particularly interested in meeting people who could help
him understand how to move the needle on the specific public policy issues he cares most about. He
wants to meet folks who can inform his understanding about effective political operations to advance
public policy goals on social oriented objectives (like immigration, education or basic scientific
research).”
Another email obtained by Wikileaks, which was initiated by Sandberg, stated: “I am thrilled at the
progress Hillary is making. Thank you for the kind thoughts. No one was more excited for this year to
END than me! Onward to a new year and hopefully health and happiness for you and your family.”
Podesta replied: “Wishing you a happy New Year. 2015 was challenging, but we ended in a good place
thanks to your help and support. Look forward to working with you to elect the first woman President of
the United States.“
Another email chain, one focused on her husband’s sudden death in May 2015, due to “Senselessness
now mingles with tragedy in the case of Dave Goldberg, the husband of Facebook chief operating officer
Sheryl Sandberg who died from accidental blunt force trauma while exercising, according to Mexican
officials.” Source: USA Today. Responding to Podesta reaching out with sympathies:
“ … And I still want HRC to win badly. I am still here to help as I can. She came over and was magical
with my kids”. (emphasis mine)
You can read the rest of Sandberg and Podesta’s emails HERE.
Yes, this could be describing innocent and legal behavior, just use it as background of their working
relationship of mutual benefit.
Also consider that Sandberg was rumored to be Hillary’s pick for Treasury Secretary or Commerce
Secretary, had “Madam President’ won the election.
According to Slate, and many other sites, Hillary’s list of potential picks for her top cabinet positions
“leaked” showing:
• Secretary of State: John Podesta, Bill Burns, Joe Biden
• Treasury Secretary: Sheryl Sandberg, Lael Brainard
• Secretary of Labor: Howard Schultz
• Secretary of Health and Human Services: Neera Tanden
• Secretary of Commerce: Gregory Meeks, Sheryl Sandberg, Terry McAuliffe
You can decide for yourself if you think Zuckerberg was genuine in his remarks about freedom of
expression being valued on the platform, the video.
Georgetown speech
Dana Perino interview
Sandberg’s connection to the Clintons, Larry Summers, The World Bank, Alphabet, along with Alphabet’s
connection to In-Q-tel and a myriad of other data points, suggest to me that Sandberg is the one calling
the shots, or at least the point of contact for the real string pullers.

34) Facebook has banned Alex Jones (like his style or not, Infowars was instrumental in Trump’s
election) Paul Joseph Watson, Laura Loomer and others, by slandering them as ‘extremists’ &
‘dangerous, using the same rules they created for ISIS, as a pretext for their silencing.
The Washington Times reported on Loomer’s lawsuit against Facebook in response to her defamatory
banning:

Here is more evidence that this is a cartel, working together to silence your supporters:

CNN Business:

35) Banning Even the Mention Of Your Most Out Spoken Supporters, Unless Posts Are Disparaging
In Nature. They have even banned any and all posts from opinion/news site Infowars. Facebook
has also threatened more mainstream right of center sites, such as Breitbart, with the same action.
The Atlantic reported:

Perhaps the most troubling part of this policy is that Facebook has banned all links from Infowars.com.
This is Identity based censorship, which should void their CDA sec 230 protections, as the CDA only
provides immunity for removal of content based on that particular content being in violation of the
statue. It does not allow for removal based on viewpoint or identity of the speaker.
Make no mistake, today it is the low hanging fruit such as Infowars, tomorrow it is Breitbart and anyone
else who dares defend President Trump.
Do not kid yourself into thinking that won’t happen. In fact, Breitbart reported that their admins were
threatened with ‘unpublishing’ (99% of the time results in removal) of Breitbart’s Facebook Page just
last week:

The Gateway Pundit reported the same experience, as well as David J Harris Jr.: “BREAKING: Facebook
Threatens to REMOVE ANY PAGE –Including The Gateway Pundit – For PUBLISHING NAME OF ANTITRUMP CIA WHISTLEBLOWER”
Report Prepared By
-Mark Sidney

